PHIL 2100.001: Introduction to Judaism
Fall 2018
ONLINE

The course examines the beliefs, practices, laws, and movements of Judaism from Biblical times to the present, discussing the central texts, ethics, and traditions.

Instructor: Rabbi Jordan Parr
rabbiparr@gmail.com

This course satisfies UNT Core Curriculum in “Languages, Philosophy, Culture.”
This course also counts for a minor or certificate in Jewish and Israel Studies.

Topics include a historical survey, fundamental Biblical passages, explanation of Jewish holidays, basic laws and rituals, Jewish life moments such as circumcisions and weddings, famous leading figures, as well as a picture of what the diverse Jewish world looks like today.

For further information, contact Jewish and Israel Studies Program, GAB 460, 940-369-8926 or Richard.Golden@unt.edu

www.jewishstudies.unt.edu